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COMMISSIONING OF TEMELN NPP

AS SEEN BY SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP

'Nn6k Svoboda, Nuclear Research Institute Ad PIC.

ABSTRACT

Scientific Supervisory Group (SSG) worked during the Temelin NPP commissioning process

as an independent supervisor Ile main tasks and main results of its activity are described in

this contribution. The characteristic common features of commissioning process and most

important events from the SSG point of view are presented.

In April 1999 the Czech Power Utility (I�EZ a.s.) ith the objective to ach�ieve

maximum level of nuclear safety and quality ithin the NPP Temelin commissioning

procedures has established a special ody - Scientific Supervisory Group (SSG) and

requested Nuclear Research Institute Ad PIC to perform the required function

The SSG proceeds in accordance with its Statute and provides an independent

specialised professional and expert work focused on nuclear safety assurance, assessment of

the slected documentation related to plant commissioning and operation, assessment of the

plant preparedness for the individual commissioning stages, and, of course, on assessment of

the commissioning tests results. While performing its function the SSG is guided by the

Atomic Act and the relevant Directives of State Office for Nuclear Safety (SONS); its

activities are in compliance ith the applicable IAEA recommendations.
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The SSG rumis (he following ain tasks:

• reviews the licensing and operation documentation as to its completeness and scientific-

technical state-of-the art - from the nuclear safety assurance standpoint

• assesses and recommends for approval the nuclear safety related documentation, and

especially the low-power start-up and power ascension programmes

• within preparation and realisation of the tests programme it exarnines the unit

preparedness and compliance with the approved programmes, also examines how the

partial programmes were fulfilled

• checks on the fijlfilment of the nuclear safety principles and rules, on the observance of

Technical Specifications for Safe Operation during activities within the start-up tests.

Inunediately notifies the Operator's shift personnel on the cases when nuclear safety could

have been or was violated

• evaluates and recommends for approval the low-power and power ascension tests results

as to their completeness, quality of performance and observance of the tests acceptance

criteria

• recommends for approval the summary reports on the ompletion of the individual

conur�issioning stages and their parts

An important parts of the SSG activity were preparafion and presentation of independent

evaluations of the commissioning tests (on each prescribed power level) for the SONS. These

evaluations and expert opinions were transmitted to the SONS as parts of the package of the

required by law licensing documentation submitted by the NPP Operator. SSG activities were

however not limited to "surveillance" over nuclear safety during individual conunissioning

procedures and to evaluation of the results, in the majority of cases the SSG specialists also

performed their own parallel evaluations using the primary input data. SSG recommendations

to the Operator to continue the commissioning process were conditional on the positive

results of such evaluations.

The milestones of comrnissioning history are given at table 1. below. Comparison between

comrniss�ioriing of Unit I and Un=it 2 is given at fig. 1. Detail information about the power and

effective power days history throughout the power ascending tests pefiod are given at fig. a

and 2b.
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Tab. I

Urlit I Unit 2

End of the hot functional tests May 2000 November 2001

first loading July 2000 March 2002

first criticality October 2000 May 2002

first generator synchronizafion December 2000 December 2002
to electric grid

start of tial operation June 2002 April 20-03

1 001/6 power afler May 2003
first reloading
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Fig. I Comparison of Unit I and Unit 2 (EFPD - effective powcr days)

Ile main features of commissioning process from the point of view or Scientific

Supervisory Group are following:

- The fundamental break-point of the commissioning process was the start of the hot

funcfional tests on the Unit 1. The preparedness for this stage was not optimal and

some of these tests had to e repeated after first loading in the framework of beating
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up of the primary circuit. Nevertheless the sart of the hot uctional tests launched the

testing of the systenns cooperation after priod f isolation systems test and therefore

SSG evaluates this decision as a ositive one. The preparedness for the HFr period on

the Unit 2 was better and only very limited number of tests had to be repeated.

The so called physics start-up tests periods including the first cticality on both units

were performed without any troubles and ihout any actuation of the reactor

protection system or reactor lrn�itation system.

The main problems, which had to solved at the Unit I power ascending tests

period, were the vibrations of steam supply pipeline and the turbine vibration mainly.

The first generator synchronization to electric grid was perfon-ned December, 21,2000

at power level 30% of Nnom, but the any longer operation of turbine-generator was

impossible. The turbine run-back tim aer the turbine working period finished April

21,2001 was remarkable shorter (see enclosed figure). After opening the I' low-

pressure turbine part it was quite clear that there was a ntact between stator and

rotor as both mentioned parts were dwriaged. The test programme was interrupted

from May 3 to August 10. Several design changes and a large number of

measurements were realized at this time. The turbine run was started again August 23.

The above-mentioned work was successful-, the turbine was working without

vibrations or any other problems.

- The second most serious problem at the Unit I power ascension test was rim1fianction

of feed water tank heat-up control valves (ARGUS valves). This problem occur-red

firstly at the power level stage up to 75% and culminated at the power level stage up

to I 0% Nnom. ARGUS valves were replaced with ADAMS valves finally. After th�is

replacement the stage of power ascension test at level of 100% Nnom was

successfully completed including all dynamic tests.

- Because of application the design changes, according the experiences from Unit 1, the

problems of steam supply pipelines and turbine vibrations and problems of

malfunction of feed water tank heat-up control valves did not occurred at Unit I The

experiences obtained during the dynamic tests on Unit I were applied also in Unit 2.

Because of this fact, only one dynamic test was not successful and had to be repeated.

As is seen from the fig. 1, the power ascending tests period at Unit 2 was thanks to

these facts remarkable shorter.

- The quite unexpected problem was short-circuiting on the both generator rotors of

Unit 2 The power ascending tests programme was revised as a consequence of this
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problem. The tests, needed the generator in operation, planned at ower level 30%

Nnom, were realized on the next power level 55% Nnom and the first generator

synchronization to electric grid was performed December 29, 2002.

- As a some characteristic feature of commissioning is possible to give number of non-

scheduled reactor scram and limitation system LS(d) actuations (in both cases all

regulation clusters are dropped in the core)- Reactor scram were actuated 6 times and

limitation system LS(d 6 times also throughout the Unit I tests. The causes of action

in 7 cases were inaccurate controllers parameter setting or non optimal cooperation of

partial systems controllers, in 2 cases malfunction of ARGUS valves. In course of

Unit 2 tests the number of non-scheduled reactor scram and limitation system LS(d)

actuations were adequately reduced. There were 2 actuation of reactor scram and I

actuation of LS(d).

- During all mentioned non-scheduled actuations of reactor scram and reactor limitation

system LS(d) the correct funcfion of the safety systems were proved. The number of

registered non-scheduled actuations of reactor scram and LS(d) does not exceed the

average number experienced on other reactor power ascension tests.

Main conclusion:

> SSG s the supervisor over nuclear saft:� ssurance and over scientific-technical level

of the preparation and realisation of the nuclear power plant conunissioning declares

that over all commissioning process the principles of nuclear safety were kept without

any exception.

> SSG also confirms the high professional level of the unit operational staff and tests

personnel.

> SSG declares, that both unit of Ternelin NPP fulfilled the requirements of Czech

legislative and fulfilled the requirements of large and pretentious test programme.

> Based on the results of test programme, Czech Regulatory Body licensed the both

units to continue the commissioning by trial operational period.
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Effective days and reactor power in the course of power ascension tests of the Unit 1, NPP Temelin

Time plot from October 31, 2000 to May 23, 2002
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Reactor power and effective days during power ascension tests of the Unit 2 NPP Temelin
From 31/5/2002, 00:00:00h to 7/2003, 24:00:00h
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